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Abstract17

One of the main challenges faced by the nuclear industry is the long-term confinement of nuclear18

waste. Because it is inexpensive and easy to manufacture, cement is the material of choice to store19

large volumes of radioactive materials, in particular the low-level medium-lived fission products.20

It is therefore of utmost importance to assess the chemical and structural stability of cement21

containing radioactive species. Here, we use ab-initio calculations based on density functional22

theory (DFT) to study the effects of 90Sr insertion and decay in C-S-H (calcium-silicate-hydrate)23

in order to test the ability of cement to trap and hold this radioactive fission product and to24

investigate the consequences of its β-decay on the cement paste structure. We show that 90Sr is25

stable when it substitutes the Ca2+ ions in C-S-H, and so is its daughter nucleus 90Y after β-decay.26

Interestingly, 90Zr, daughter of 90Y and final product in the decay sequence, is found to be unstable27

compared to the bulk phase of the element at zero K but stable when compared to the solvated28

ion in water. Therefore cement appears as a suitable waste form for 90Sr storage.29
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INTRODUCTION30

Long-term confinement of radioelements produced by nuclear fission is one of the main31

challenges faced by the nuclear industry. The primary focus of the nuclear waste storage32

research has long been oriented towards host materials that can handle the large structural33

damage induced by the high-energy α-decay of actinides.1,2 However, the need for optimizing34

the vitrification process of actinides1 and for increasing the capacity of repositories3 has35

prompted the investigation of other forms of containers specifically targeted at low- and36

medium-level waste. Such containers became urgently needed after the Fukushima disaster,37

where large volumes of contaminated soils, water and buildings had to be quickly handled.4–738

The main concern lies in the management of the medium-lived β−-emitter fission products,39

137Cs and 90Sr.4,5 These represent the largest fraction of the nuclear waste by activity ,840

and have been found in the surrounding areas and in the cooling water of the damaged power41

plants.4,5 They present important health risks: 137Cs β− decay is followed by a hazardous42

γ emission, while 90Sr can contaminate the animal and human population due to its ability43

to replace the isovalent Ca ions that constitute bones and teeth (hence the name bone44

seeker). This is particularly dangerous as β-emission in the bone produces a low-energy45

electron cascade that can reach stem cells in the bone marrow, this being a major cause of46

leukaemia.47

β− decay produces modifications of the host matrix chemistry and can also influence its48

mechanical properties. The three main processes following β-decay are: (1) the emission of49

the β electron at MeV energies, (2) the recoil of the transmuted nucleus with kinetic energies50

in the eV range due to conservation of momentum, and (3) the electronic rearrangement51

around the transmuted nucleus due to the sudden increase in nuclear charge (Z → Z + 1).52

All of these processes interact with the host in different ways.1,9–11 Recent theoretical studies53

of the effects of transmutation due to β− decay of 137Cs and 90Sr in ceramics and oxides1254

showed important chemical and structural modifications of the host material in the case55

of radioparagenesis11,13 in which a solid-state daughter phase is derived radiogenically by56

a parent phase. These studies enable the design of waste forms with improved mechanical57

properties by means of transmutation, thus opening a promising avenue for long-term nuclear58

waste containment. A different, although related matter is the assessment of the aging of59

materials partially contaminated by hosting nuclear waste, which is the main focus of the60
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present work.61

Here we investigate the local effects of 90Sr contamination and transmutation on cement.62

90Sr (half-life 28.79 years) undergoes two successive β− decays to 90Y (half-life 64 hours), and63

to 90Zr (stable). Compared to specifically designed glass or ceramic nuclear waste containers,64

cement is inexpensive, easy to manufacture, easy to formulate by mixing with other materials65

such as blast furnace slag,14 and it benefits from centuries of use and decades of research66

related to the civil engineering industry. This makes cement the primary candidate for large67

volumes of low-level nuclear waste storage in post-accidental conditions. So far, most of the68

research on irradiated cement has focused on its ability to capture radioelements, and on69

their leaching from cement containers.8,15–21 As mentioned above, 90Sr capture in cement is70

very likely because of Ca-Sr isovalence, Ca being present in C-S-H (calcium-silicate-hydrate),71

which is the principal binding product of cement hydration.22–24 Although recent atomistic72

simulations showed that 90Sr capture by C-S-H does not modify the elastic properties of73

cement,25 the consequences of 90Sr transmutation via β− decay on C-S-H structure and74

chemical properties are still largely unknown.75

In this work we investigate the consequences of 90Sr transmutation in C-S-H using calcu-76

lations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT), which is an appropriate tool to account77

for the electronic and chemical properties of the cement paste as well as those of the inves-78

tigated radionuclides. The chemical and physical mechanisms at stake in 90Sr capture were79

investigated by substituting Ca atoms in the atomistic model of C-S-H proposed in Refer-80

ences [26–28]. 90Sr was then successively replaced by its daughter nucleus, 90Y and 90Zr, to81

study the stability of these elements in cement paste. DFT molecular dynamics (DFMD)82

simulations were then performed to investigate the possible chemical and structural modifi-83

cations induced locally in C-S-H contaminated by 90Sr and its successive transmutations.84

METHODOLOGY85

C-S-H, the principal binding phase responsible of the strength of cementitious materials,86

precipitates as nanoscale clusters when mixing water with di-calcium (C2S) and tri-calcium87

silicate (C3S). Given its complex structure and composition, the atomic structure of C-S-H88

has traditionally been based on Taylor’s postulate that C-S-H is a structurally imperfect89

layered hybrid of two natural minerals,29 tobermorite of 14 Å interlayer spacing30 and90
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jennite.31 These minerals reproduce the laminar structure of C-S-H where calcium ions are91

located between layers of silicate chains. An overview of the tobermorite and jennite-based92

C-S-H models used in the literature is given in Refs. [32 and 33]. However, limitations of93

these models emerged when it became possible to further characterize experimentally the94

C-S-H molecular composition, notably the average calcium to silicon ratio (C/S = 1.7) and95

the density of the C-S-H particle (2.6 g/cm3).34–37 These values cannot be obtained from96

either tobermorite 14 Å (C/S = 0.83 and 2.18 g/cm3) or jennite (C/S = 1.5 and 2.2797

g/cm3). A solid solution model proposed recently38 corrects most of these problems.98

The atomic structure for C-S-H used in this work has recently been proposed in order99

to bridge the gap between atomic-scale simulations and experiments.26–28 It is presented in100

Fig. 1 and was generated following the procedure reported in Ref. [26].101

102

Figure 1. (color online) Schematic representation of the C-S-H structure. Hydrogen atoms are in103

white, oxygen atoms in red, calcium in yellow, and Si in blue. The corner sharing SiO4−
4 tetrahedra104

forming the silicate chains are also shown.105
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This model was shown to reproduce accurately both the structural and chemical prop-106

erties of C-S-H. Among other properties, water content, silica chain lengths, and pair dis-107

tribution functions were compared satisfactorily to small angle neutron scattering (SANS),108

solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments, re-109

spectively. The cell contains 501 atoms and has the chemical composition Ca72Si44O235H150,110

with a C/S ratio of 1.64 and a density of 2.33 g/cm3 in very good agreement with experimen-111

tal data.34–37 Figure 1 shows the silicate chains formed by corner sharing SiO4−
4 tetrahedra.112

These chains, which form the characteristic layered structure of C-S-H, have been randomly113

broken to obtain the desired C/S ratio.26–28 It can also be seen that the Ca2+ ions appear in114

two distinct environments: intralayer and interlayer. Water, in the form of H2O molecules115

and OH− groups, is present in the interlayer space.116

First-principles electronic structure calculations were performed within the DFT frame-117

work using the Quantum-espresso plane-wave code.39 We used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof118

generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA)40 and ultrasoft pseudopotentials with ex-119

plicit semi-core electrons. The plane-wave cutoff for the Kohn-Sham orbitals was set to 80120

Ry and all the calculations were performed at constant volume with a single k-point (the121

Γ-point). Residual forces on the atoms after geometric relaxation were smaller than 10−3
122

Ry/a0.123

We first performed a 1.2 ps DFMD simulation at 300 K to check the local stability of124

the C-S-H structure used. We then performed a set of DFMD simulations to study possible125

displacements of the substitute radioelements in the cement matrix.126

Given the computational load of DFMD calculations, the latter were performed for only127

one of the 72 Ca sites (site number 56, interlayer, indicated in Fig. 1). These simulations128

were aimed at verifying that the preferred site for the substituting atoms corresponded to129

the site previously occupied by the Ca ion. When this was not the case, the simulations130

allowed us to investigate the structural modifications induced by 90Sr insertion and decay131

in C-S-H.132

RESULTS133

Substitution and decay of 90Sr in Ca sites. C-S-H contamination was investigated134

by substituting one by one each Ca atom by Sr. The chemical effects of 90Sr transmutation135
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via β− decay in C-S-H were then studied by substituting Ca with Y and Zr, successively.136

The C-S-H cell after substitution, denoted Can−1X where X stands for Sr, Y or Zr, has the137

chemical composition Ca71XSi44O235H150. Each substitution is followed by relaxation of the138

atomic positions. The substitution energy ∆EX(i) calculated with respect to the bulk139

phases of the elements at 0 K is defined as:140

∆EX(i) = ECan−1X(i)− ECan + Ebulk
Ca − Ebulk

X (1)

where ECan−1X(i) is the energy of the cell containing element X at site i, ECan is the energy141

of C-S-H before substitution, and Ebulk
X are the energies of the bulk phases: face-centered142

cubic for Ca and Sr, and hexagonal close-packed for Y and Zr. The calculated substitution143

energies for Sr, Y and Zr in each one of the 72 Ca sites of the simulation cell are presented144

in Fig. 2.145
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Figure 2. (color online) Substitution energies for (a) Sr, (b) Y, and (c) Zr (circles) in the 72 Ca147

sites calculated with respect to the bulk phases at 0K. The vertical lines separate the first148

48 sites corresponding to intralayer sites trapped between silicate chains and the remaining 24 sites149

(number 49 to 72) corresponding to the interlayer area. The horizontal lines stand for the average150

substitution energy value, calculated separately for the intralayer and interlayer.151

Figure 2(a) shows the results for Sr. As expected from the isovalence between Sr and152

Ca, the substitution energy is generally low (0.15 eV on average), with 7 negative values.153

Negative ∆ESr values indicate sites where Sr is more stable than Ca, and will tend to154

substitute it, thus contaminating the sample. To further analyze the data, we divided155

Fig. 2(a) into two sections marked by a vertical line: the first 48 sites correspond to intralayer156

Ca sites trapped between silicate chains and the remaining 24 sites (number 49 to 72)157
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correspond to the interlayer area, where the Ca ions co-exists with water molecules and OH−
158

groups. We also show in Fig. 2(a) the average substitution energy calculated separately for159

the intra and interlayer with a horizontal blue line; the substitution energies for 90Sr are, on160

average, lower in the interlayer (0.08 eV) than in the intralayer (0.19 eV).161

It is interesting to note here that due to the configurational entropy contribution to the162

free energy, solution energies of this order of magnitude imply quite a large solubility limit163

even at room temperature. A regular solution model with a solution energy of 0.08 eV gives,164

for example, a solubility at room temperature of 4%, thus providing an order of magnitude165

of the amount of Sr that can be incorporated into cement.166

These results are in good agreement with experimental observations showing that Sr167

uptake in cement occurs preferably by Ca substitution in C-S-H.22,23 They also showed that168

the Sr2+-Ca2+ exchange might occur in the interlayers of the C-S-H phases.23 The presence169

of other isotopes of Sr arising from the raw materials (86Sr and 87Sr) in standard cement170

should not modify this mechanism since the quantity is negligible (approximately 0.1%).171

Table 1. Average substitution energy ∆EX calculated relative to the bulk phases at 0K172

(columns 2 to 4) and to the hydrated forms of the ions (columns 5 to 7) (eV) on all the173

72 substitution Ca sites and separately on the 48 intralayer sites and on the 24 interlayer sites.174

Relative to the bulk phase at 0 K Relative to the hydrated forms of the ions

Total Intralayer Interlayer Total Intralayer Interlayer

Sr 0.15 0.19 0.08 0.23 0.27 0.16

Y 0.05 0.11 -0.09 -3.32 -3.26 -3.46

Zr 2.34 2.49 2.04 -6.43 -6.28 -6.73

175

176

In order to investigate the chemical effects of 90Sr β− decay on C-S-H structure, we177

calculated the substitution energy of Y relative to the bulk phases at 0 K in all 72 Ca178

site. The results are presented in Fig. 2(b) and the calculated average substitution energies179

are gathered in Table 1. Fig. 2(b) shows that the substitution energy of Y is generally lower180

than that of Sr, with a larger dispersion and an average value of 0.05 eV. Overall, 28 sites181

substituted with Y display a negative ∆EY. Y is consequently more stable in C-S-H than182

Sr, which could seem surprising because, with a theoretical charge of 3+, Y is not isovalent183

with Ca. Nevertheless, it has been shown experimentally that other 3+ charged metals (Nd,184
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Cm and Eu) can be accommodated by substitution of Ca in C-S-H.41–44 For Y, the average185

substitution energy is lower but still positive in the intralayer region (0.11 eV), and it is now186

negative in the interlayer spacing (-0.09 eV). We also notice that the difference between the187

average substitution energy in the intra and interlayer regions is larger for 90Y (0.20 eV)188

than for 90Sr (0.11 eV).189

The substitution energies of 90Zr, daughter nucleus of 90Y also through β− decay, using190

the same bulk references, are given for the 72 sites in Fig. 2(c) and Table 1. Contrary191

to Sr and Y, the calculated energies are all positive, large and widely dispersed around the192

average value of 2.34 eV, which is more than one order of magnitude larger than that of Sr.193

Fig. 2(c) shows again an enhanced stability upon substitution in the interlayer relative to194

the intralayer region, while the energy difference between intra and interlayer substitution195

is the largest (0.45 eV).196

The substitution energies that we presented here use the energies of the bulk phases197

at 0 K as a reference. Another possibility would be to use the solvation energy of the198

corresponding hydrated forms of the ions. To convert from the elemental forms to the199

hydrated ones, one should add to the bulk energies Ebulk
X in Eq. (1) two positive200

quantities, the corresponding cohesion and ionization energies and a negative one, the201

hydration energy of the corresponding ions. Using the values reported in Ref. [45] for the202

latter, we have found that the new reference shifts the points in Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c)203

by 0.08, -3.37, and -8.77 eV respectively. With respect to the hydrated ions, the average204

substitution energies become 0.23, -3.23, and -6.43 eV (see Table 1).205

The most important difference is the highly negative value of the substitution energies206

for Zr originated by the unstable character of the hydrated forms of Zr4+ which has been207

reported to be stable only in dilute solutions with a pH below 0.46208

This is an important result meaning that substitution of Ca by Zr is unfavored209

when compared to the bulk phases at 0 K but the substitution is very likely when210

compared to the hydrated forms in water. However, in order to state a definitive211

conclusion on the most suitable adsorption site for Zr a systematic study of all possible212

compounds and coordination complex has to be performed. Such study is beyond the scope213

of the present paper.214

Finally, we have also verified that Sr in C-S-H prefers to substitute Ca rather than Si215

(present in the silicate chains). Substitution energies with respect to the bulk phases216
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obtained for Sr replacing Si are around 4 eV, which are 10 times larger than those obtained217

when Sr replaces Ca, thus rendering this process extremely unlikely. This is expected from218

the charge imbalance locally originated by such a substitution.219

Effects of temperature on contaminated C-S-H. To further investigate the effect of220

90Sr contamination and decay on the structure of C-S-H, we performed DFMD simulations221

at 300 K for 1.2 ps. The goal of this is to investigate if the presence of Sr and its daughter222

nuclei Y and Zr can lead to structural modifications of the cement paste, or if they are223

likely to stay in former Ca sites as assumed above. Given the computational cost of such224

calculations, we focused on a single Ca site, number 56 in our notation, which is situated225

in the interlayer spacing. This site is a good candidate to test our hypotheses. Since its226

substitution energy is average for Sr and larger than average for Y and Zr, the daughters227

are likely to migrate.228

For the DFMD simulations, we have used a temperature control based on velocity rescal-229

ing. In this scheme, the velocities are rescaled if the average temperature and the target230

temperature of the system differ in more than a certain tolerance, which here was set to231

50K.232

The thermal relaxation of Sr56, Y56 and Zr56 during the simulated time range was233

investigated by studying the displacements of the three substitute atoms. The results are234

presented in Fig. 3. The displacements were found to be rather small, not exceeding 1.5 Å,235

as one would expect in such short simulations. Fig. 3(a) shows that Sr56 (in blue) travels a236

maximum distance of 0.5 Å before 0.6 ps, after which it starts moving away from its original237

position rather quickly before stabilizing again. Y56 does not move much away from its238

original position. The maximum total displacement calculated remains under 0.5 Å over the239

complete DFMD simulation. The displacement of Zr56 (orange) is qualitatively different240

from Sr56 and Y56. Not only it is larger, but it increases monotonically from the start of241

the simulation, thus suggesting that Zr is not stable in the interlayer Ca sites.242

The distance traveled by Sr56, Y56, and Zr56 can be decomposed into the contributions243

along the x, y and z directions, as shown in Fig. 3(b), (c), and (d). We also show in Fig. 3244

the coordination polyhedra around Sr56, Y56, and Zr56 at t = 0 ps (left) and 1.2 ps (right).245

Figure 3(b) shows that the large increase of distance starting at 0.6 ps in Sr56 is mainly246

due to displacements of equal amplitudes in the y and z directions, i.e. along the [011]247

direction which is perpendicular to the silicate layers (see Fig. 1). The variations in the x248
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direction are small after thermalization, and stabilize close to zero after 0.4 ps. The main249

difference in the coordination polyhedra is the elimination of one of the hydration waters.250

251

Figure 3. (color online) (a) Distance traveled by Sr56 (blue), Y56 (green) and Zr56 (orange) as a252

function of time; and evolution of the position of (b) Sr56, (c) Y56, and (d) Zr56 with time at 300253

K, along the x (plain lines), y (dashed lines), and z (dotted lines) direction. The corresponding254

coordination polyhedra formed by X56-O are shown at t = 0 ps and t = 1.2 ps respectively on the255

left and right of (b) to (d)).256

The same is valid for Zr56 (see Fig. 3(d)), where the largest displacements are also along257

the [011] direction (see Fig. 3(d)), although in this case the displacement continues increasing258

over time. In consequence, the surroundings of Zr56 are modified during the simulation, the259

major difference being that the coordination evolves from one SiO4−
4 tetrahedron,260

two hydration waters and two OH groups at t = 0 ps to two SiO4−
4 tetrahedra261

and three OH groups at t = 1.2 ps (see Fig. 3(d)).262

Figure 3(c) shows that the total displacement calculated for Y56 is due to small oscilla-263

tions of this atom around its original position in the three directions, due to thermal motion,264
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and no important modification is visible on the Y56-O polyhedron. The similarity between265

the O-Ca and O-Y bond lengths (see below) is certainly at the origin of this result.266

The configurations reached after 1.2 ps of DFMD simulation were relaxed back to 0 K267

using the same convergence criterion on the total energy and forces used for the substitution268

energy calculations. This calculation was performed in order to verify whether the ground269

state energies obtained after the thermal rearrangement are similar to those displayed in270

Fig. 2. Before the DFMD simulation, the Y-Sr energy difference was 0.37 eV and the Zr-Sr271

energy difference was 2.82 eV, i.e. site 56 did not exactly respect the global trend according272

to which Y is slightly more stable than Sr. After the 1.2 ps DFMD simulation and quenching273

back to 0 K, we found that the substitution energy for site 56 reverts, now conforming to274

the hierarchy previously calculated: it is lowest for Y, small for Sr and large for Zr. The275

energy differences are now -0.05 eV for Y-Sr and 2.88 for Zr-Sr, thus validating the previous276

approach.277

DISCUSSION278

Pair distribution. In order to investigate the physical origin of the relative stability of279

Sr, Y, and Zr in the cement paste, we calculated the pair distribution function (PDF) for280

the X-O bonds at 0 K (X = Ca, Sr, Y, Zr). We compare the PDF with the average bond281

lengths obtained by Shannon from an extensive compilation of crystallographic data.47,48282

The pair distributions are shown as solid black lines in Figures 4(a) to (d).283

The PDF for Ca-O is shown in Fig. 4(a) along with the value of 2.40 Å tabulated by284

Shannon for the Ca-O bond length, which is indicated by a vertical line. The average Ca-O285

bond length was calculated to be 2.43 Å, in good agreement with the tabulated value. These286

values are reported in Table 2.287

The Sr-O PDF is shown in Fig. 4(b). Its maximum is shifted to larger distances compared288

to the Ca-O pair distribution, in good agreement with the tabulated value. The correspond-289

ing Sr-O bond length, 2.56 Å, is also close to the tabulated value of 2.58 Å. The Y-O pair290

distribution shown in Fig. 4(c) is shifted towards shorter distances compared to the Ca-O291

pair distribution. The bond length was found to be 2.36 Å, which is slightly larger than the292

tabulated bond length of 2.30 Å. The 0 K Zr-O bond length is the shortest (2.23 Å) and293

displays the largest discrepancy with the tabulated value of 2.12 Å. This can be correlated294
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to the large substitution energies with respect to the bulk phases found for Zr in the295

previous section.296
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Figure 4. (color online) Pair distribution functions for the O- (a) Ca, (b) Sr, (c) Y, and (d) Zr298

bonds calculated on average for all sites at 0 K (black lines), for site 56 at 0 K (solid colored lines),299

and for site 56 at 300 K (colored dotted line). Cubic splines have been used to smooth the pair300

distribution functions.301

The pair distributions for the intralayer and interlayer sites do not show substantial302

differences. To illustrate this point, we report in Table 2 the average bond length for these303

two regions. The maximum difference calculated between the intra and interlayer X-O304

distances is 0.02 Å for Zr, which is very small compared to differences among elements and305

hence does not explain the general preference for Ca substitution in the interlayer region.306

In Figures 4(b) to (d) the colored lines show the pair distributions calculated for the X56-O307

bond at two different temperatures: 0 K (solid colored lines) and 300 K, averaged over the308

stable 1 ps part of the DFMD simulation (dashed colored lines).309

The pair distribution for Sr56-O at 0 K (Fig. 4 (b)) is close to the average Sr-O pair310

distribution resulting in bond lengths that are similar (see Table 2). The same applies to311
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the pair distributions and bond lengths calculated for site 56 replaced by Y and Zr at 0 K,312

thus confirming that site 56 is a good candidate to represent the average properties of these313

atoms in C-S-H.314

Table 2. X-O bond lengths in the C-S-H structure. The first three columns report the average bond315

length calculated on all sites (Total) and separately in the intralayer (Intra) and in the interlayer316

(Inter) sites at 0 K. The next two columns give the X-O bond length calculated for atom X in317

site 56 at 0 K and at 300 K. The last column gives the values obtained from Table 1 of Ref. [48]318

(Shannon1976). For easy of comparison we consistently used the reported values for coordination319

number VI and the formal charges 2+, 2+, 3+, and 4+ for Ca, Sr, Y, and Zr respectively. We did320

not take into account the distortion of the coordination polyhedra or the bond length distribution.321

All the values are given in Å.322

Average, 0 K Site 56

Tot Intra Inter 0 K 300 K Shannon1976

Ca 2.43 2.43 2.43 2.40

Sr 2.56 2.56 2.57 2.58 2.53 2.58

Y 2.36 2.33 2.33 2.30 2.25 2.30

Zr 2.23 2.23 2.21 2.21 2.15 2.12

323

324

The stability of the contaminated C-S-H structure with temperature was investigated by325

calculating the pair distributions for the X56-O bonds on average at 300 K (dashed colored326

lines on Figures 4(b) to (d)), and comparing them to the pair distributions obtained at 0 K327

(solid colored lines). A general broadening of the PDF due to the temperature is visible on328

all three figures. A slight shift to shorter distances is also observed, which results in shorter329

average bond lengths (see Table 2). This result can be due to the ability of the mobile H2O330

molecules and OH− groups from the interlayer to rearrange and form shorter bonds with331

the substitutional atom under the effects of temperature.332

Interestingly the average bond length of Zr56-O at 300K is very close to the tabulated333

value of 2.12 Å. In the beginning of the DFMD simulation, Zr56 is located in the interlayer334

spacing, surrounded by water molecules and OH− groups. Then, Zr56 migrates under the335

effects of temperature so that, after 0.5 ps, two of the seven nearest O atoms belong to336

silicate chains (SiO4−
4 tetrahedron). Based on the latter observation and on the isovalency337
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of Zr with Si, it is natural to wonder whether or not it is convenient for Zr to substitute Si338

instead of Ca atoms in C-S-H. We investigated this possibility by substituting Zr for Si in339

seven (out of 44) sites. The calculated energies with respect to the bulk phases were340

all negative, varying from −2.15 eV to −0.41 eV, with an average value of −1 eV. These341

energies are much lower than the ones reported in Figure 2(c), and indicate that Zr will342

certainly stabilize by interfering with the layered structure characteristic of C-S-H. Similar343

conclusions have been found for the uptake of other 4+ charged metals (Np, Th)24,49 (Sn)50344

in C-S-H. More firm comparisons however require further investigation, e.g. via DFMD345

simulation over longer time scales using classical force fields to overcome the time-scale346

limitations imposed by the first-principles description of the interactions.347

Analysis of the charges. In order to analyse the bonding characteristics we have348

calculated the Bader charges51 for the configurations relaxed at 0 K using the Bader Charge349

Analysis tool.52 In this method the atomic charge is defined as the nuclear charge minus the350

integral of the electronic density in a well-defined volume around the atom. The obtained351

charges are systematically smaller than the expected formal charges. The more ionic the352

bond the closer the Bader charge to the formal charge. In this way we obtained 72 values353

of the effective charge for Ca, Sr, Y and Zr. The average effective charges for all elements354

are reported in Table 3.355

Table 3. Average effective charge calculated on all sites (Tot) and separately in the intralayer356

(Intra) and in the interlayer (Inter) sites. Charge of site X56 at 0 K and 300 K. The theoretical357

charge for each element is given for information in the first column. All charges are expressed in358

the elementary charge unit e.359

Average Site 56

Tot Intra Inter

Ca2+ 1.60 ± 0.04 1.59 1.61 1.60

Sr2+ 1.62 ± 0.04 1.61 1.63 1.66

Y3+ 2.22 ± 0.11 2.21 2.23 2.22

Zr4+ 2.28 ± 0.41 2.25 2.33 2.15

360

361

Ca and Sr are found to be isovalent, as expected, with an effective charge of approximately362

1.6e on average. This charge is close to the formal charge of these elements, which means363
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that the bonding of these systems is ionic, as expected. Y in Ca sites have an average364

charge of 2.22e, which suggests that Y donates (on average) a large part of its valence365

electrons, exhibiting a charge state that is intermediate between the 2+ corresponding to366

the substituted atom, and its own ionic charge of 3+, suggesting a more covalent bonding367

for this radioelement. This results in a slightly lower substitution energy for Y than that of368

Sr. Interestingly, Zr has an average charge of 2.28e, similar to that of Y meaning significant369

covalency in this system. As the Zr charge in cubic ZrO2 is 2.52e, the smaller average value370

of the charge means that despite the energy relaxation, the substitution sites originally371

optimized for Ca2+ do not have enough states available in the neighboring oxygen atoms to372

accept more electrons. This, combined with the pair distribution analysis, could explain the373

large substitution energies of Zr in Ca sites.374

To understand the general preference for substitution in the interlayer we report in Table375

3 the average effective charge calculated separately in the intra and interlayer regions. There376

is a small but systematic increase of the Bader charges in the interlayer sites with respect to377

the intralayer ones. This can be explained by the conspicuous presence of oxygen in the form378

of mobile OH−groups in the interlayer. These can bind more easily to the substitutional379

ions, whereas in the intralayer the neighboring oxygens belong to the silicate chains and are380

thus less prone to accept electrons and stabilize the ions.381

Finally, we note that the difference between inter and intralayer average effective charges382

increases along the radioactive decay sequence, from 90Sr to 90Zr. Indeed, the difference383

between the intralayer and interlayer average charge is the smallest for Sr and Y (around384

0.02e) and four times larger for Zr (0.08e). This result correlates with the substitution385

energy difference between the intralayer and the interlayer regions that also increases along386

the same decay sequence, as pointed out in the Results section. Similarly, the dispersion387

around the average value is the smallest in Sr, intermediate in Y and the largest in Zr, for388

both the substitution energies (see Fig. 2) and the Bader charges (see Table 3).389

Environmental implications of the study. Ab initio calculations and DFMD simula-390

tions were performed to study 90Sr contamination and transmutation in C-S-H, the principal391

binding hydration product of cement. 90Sr and its daughter radionuclide 90Y were found to392

be stable in the cement paste, with a general preference for substituting Ca in the inter-393

layer sites, where water enhances the possibilities for atomic bonding and charge transfer.394

This suggests that cement could be a good material to store the intermediate-half-life fission395
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product 90Sr, even in large concentrations. A mean field estimation gives a solubility limit396

of the order of 4% at room temperature, i.e., three 90Sr out of 72 Ca sites. It could be397

relevant in the context of nuclear waste storage under accidental conditions, for example in398

the Fukushima case where, to the best of our knowledge, a solution to the problem of storing399

the highly concentrated 90Sr after extraction from the emergency reactor cooling water has400

not been found yet.401

The present work also showed that 90Zr (stable daughter nucleus of 90Y) is not stable402

in Ca sites when the bulk phase of the corresponding elements at 0K is used as reference403

but stable when the hydrated form of the corresponding ions is used. The low substitution404

energies found for 90Zr in Si sites indicate that 90Zr could interfere with the silicate layers.405

Consequences of this result, such as possible modification of C-S-H mechanical properties406

by 90Zr migration or structural damage, should be further investigated and could benefit407

from the use of other simulation techniques such as classical force-field molecular dynamics408

simulations that can reach time scales of microseconds, as opposed to the picoseconds that409

can be achieved using DFMD.410
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